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This presentation will cover the reporting capabilities available from the system console in 

IBM PureApplication™ System.
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PureApplication System provides two types of reports, the machine activity reports and the 

user activity reports. This presentation will provide a brief overview and then provide 

details about both report types. 
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This section of the presentation will provide a brief overview of the reports available in 
PureApplication System.
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PureApplication System provides pre-built reports for machine activity and user activity, 

detailing the resources used on the system. You access the two report types from the 

reports tab under the system console. 

There are five different machine activity reports and one user activity report.  The 

remaining presentation will cover each of these reports in more detail. 
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This section will cover machine activity reports. 
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There are several pre-built reports delivered under the machine activity report menu. All 

the information combined can give you a detailed view of your overall system resource 

usage. 

Click the report name in the left pane to generate and view a specific report in the viewing 

pane on the right. Once you select the report that you want to view, the data is collected 

and the report is generated using default settings, which includes data from the last thirty 

days.

Each report can be filtered allowing you to tailor the report to provide the specific data you 

need to see.

The reports named “Allocation by cloud group”, “Allocation by compute node” and “Virtual 

machine usage” all provide the same information, but at different levels as described by 

their names. The “Storage allocation by cloud group” and “IP usage by IP group” reports 

provide their own unique information. All reports also provide an in-depth graphical view of 

the particular resource displayed. 
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The “Allocation by cloud group” report is an aggregate of all compute nodes in the cloud 

group. The report shows resource allocation for a cloud group by CPU, memory or 

instances. There are three corresponding clickable tabs which will display a summary 

graph of each selected resource (that is, CPU, memory or instances) for the cloud group 

selected. Shown here in the main part of the foil is the CPU report for the shared cloud 

group. Additionally are seen inserts of examples of memory and instances graphs, and an 

example of placing the cursor on a graph point to see further details. 

This information provides analytical capabilities of each resource, thus enabling optimized 

utilization, increased productivity and an accurate display of resources in one location. For 

example, if a new application is scheduled to come online in an environment that needs to 

share Pure Application System resources, an administrator using the “Allocation by cloud 

group” data can determine resource usage in each cloud group. The administrator is able 

to view trends and determine if consumption is increasing or decreasing. Once the 

administrator determines which cloud group the new application is to be added to, the 

administrator can check the virtual machine utilization from the virtual machine report. If a 

new cloud group is required, then the reports assist with the re-balance of resources 

between the cloud groups. The administrator also must review the usage and trends of the 

existing IP groups to determine if more IP addresses need to be added for the new 

application. 
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The “Allocation by compute node” report is an aggregate of all virtual machines on a 

particular compute node. Again you can view CPU, memory and instances for each 

compute node by selecting the appropriate tab. The displayed bar graph correlates to the 

currently highlighted compute node in the table at the bottom part of the screen. If you 

click the compute node link, you are taken to the detailed display screen for that compute 

node. 

If you are going to experience a surge in application traffic due to an upcoming event, you 

can ensure you have adequate resources by using the data provided by the “Allocation by 

compute node” report. From the cloud group report, you can review the current cloud 

group resources that host the application. You need to pay particular attention to peak 

usage and compare that with the actual allocated capacity. If the cloud group needs more 

servers to meet the expected surge, then you can add more compute nodes to the cloud 

group. If needed, you can add additional IP addresses as well. 
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The “IP usage by IP group” report provides information about all the IP groups over the 

last thirty days. At the bottom of the screen is a scrollable list of all the IP groups. There, 

the state of the IP group and the cloud group it resides in are listed. The subnet and pool 

size values are also shown. The subnet size represents the maximum number of 

addresses that potentially can be assigned, and the pool size represents the number of IP 

addresses actually available for use. The total allocated column represents the number of 

addresses in use and the available column is the number of IP addresses still available to 

use. 

There also are a “thirty day average allocation” and “thirty day peak allocation” columns. 

These fields are helpful in debugging a failed system deployment where not enough IP 

addresses are available to support the deploy. 

The graph represents the total allocated addresses over the previous thirty day period, 

where the vertical axis represents the pool size. 
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The “Storage allocation by cloud group” is an overall view of storage and volume usage by 

a cloud group over the past thirty days. At the bottom of the screen is a scrollable list of 

cloud groups, and usage information by cloud group. Information is provided for the state, 

current allocated storage, the average allocated storage over the past thirty days, the thirty 

day peak allocation, and the volume count. 

The graph has two tabs, one for displaying storage information and the other tab displays 

volume count. For both tabs, the information remains the same in the scrollable list at the 

bottom of the screen. 
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On the same screen as seen on the previous foil, at the bottom of the scrollable list of 

cloud groups is a summary of storage allocation. This includes a row for “unattached 

volumes”. Since storage is SAN based, a storage volume is not fixed to any particular 

entity until the associated virtual machine instance is running on the compute node, at 

which time the storage volume is associated with a cloud group and is reflected as such 

on this report. 

The summary also shows the Total Allocated and Total Capacity values for the storage, 

which is one shared global pool. The Total Allocated amount is very close to the sum of all 

the allocated storage amounts. The slight difference in value is the overhead due to 

volume management that is not shown in the individual allocated storage amounts but is 

shown in the overall total allocated amount. 
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The “Virtual machine usage” report lists the state and allocated resources for every 

individual virtual machine in the scrollable area near the bottom of the screen. Selecting a 

virtual machine in the scrollable area will provide either the CPU usage or memory usage 

on the graph, depending on which tab is selected. 

Using the filtering capabilities or the column sort capabilities provided with this report, you 

can determine which application is consuming the most resources. For example, you can 

combine the virtual machines by application with a filter, and then sort the results by 

allocated CPU or allocated memory. 
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This section will cover user activity reports. 
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The user activity report provides information about maximum resource usage per user 

name of active virtual machines, reserved CPUs, reserved memory, and reserved storage. 

This report is accessed from the reports tab in the system console. You must specify a 

specific date range to obtain reports. The default date range is the previous thirty days. 
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You can click the Download Filtered Data link to download a csv file of the data seen on 

the screen. 
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Shown here is a sample csv report that is produced, with the same information as was 

seen on the previous foil. 
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This section will give an overview of what you covered in the presentation.
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The presentation has looked at both machine activity and user activity reports. These 

reports provide information pertaining to system resource utilization both at the machine 

level and at the user level. These reports will assist you in managing the resources used 

on the PureApplication System.   
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